
We need not try to decide whether this satirical
inscription, (once found on a Dutch innkeeper,s sign_
board above the picture of a churchyard¡ is aimeãat
mankind in general, or at the rolers of stat"s in par_
ticular, unwearying in their love of war, or. pffi,
only at the philosophers who ch.rirh th" ,w""i d,.eu'_
of perpetual peace. The author of the pr"."n, ,t"i"f,
wouìd make one stipulation, however. The practicaì
politician stands upon a definite footlng \^/itt tir"
theorist: with great self_complacen"y fr" tãot, ãorn
upon him as a mere pedant whose empty ideas can
threaten no danger to the state þtarting as it does
from principles derived from experiencã), and who
may always be permitted to knock down his eleven
skittles at once without a worldly_wise statesman
needing to disturb himself. Hence, in the ev"nt oi a
quarrel arising between the two, the practical states_
man must always act consistently, and not scent
danger to the state behind r

theoieticar poriti.øn uì'ïT:fr 'Tä'"i,iJ,:î;
expressed. Wirh which saving clause àbrruío
sctlvaroria) rhe aurhor will he¡ewirh considei h¡;;"1;
duly and expressly prcrecred against all rnull"iouì
misinterpretation.

It ¡,"n.ro roQ. Vr:tsft
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as a moral person, and to make of it a
it is in contradiction to the idea of the

'btel'nal" is not only a verbal pleonasm, butof suspicion. The causes of a future wa¡
although perhaps not yet known to the
tracting parties themselves, arc entirely
by the conclusi'on of peace, however
may be ferreted out of documents in
archives. Ther.e may be a mental reservation
claims to be thought out at a future time,
none of them, mentioned at this stage, because
palties are too much exhausted to continue the
while the evil intention ¡emains of using the
favourable opportunity for further hostilities.
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2. "No state having an independent (namely, the state) which cannot easil
whether it be great or small-shall be acquired with the right of humanity in our
another through inheritance, exchange, The matter stands quite differently ir
donation." of voluntary periodical military exercise o

of citizens of the state, who thereby seeFor a state is not a property (patrimoniun),
may be the ground on which its people ar.e themselves and their country against a

It is a society of human beings over.whom no without.
but itself has the right to rule and to dispose,

The accumulation of treasure in a state wou
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Contaíning the prelíminary Articles of
Perpetual peace Betwein Støtes

1. "No tr€aty of peace shall be r.egarded as valid, if
made with the secret r.eservation of 

"rut".iul 
io, ufuture war."

. For then it would be a mere truce, a mere suspen_sion of hosriliries, not peace. A peace signin". ih.eno ol all hostilities and to attach to it ihe epithet

the trunk of a tree, it has its own roots, and to
it on to another state is to do away with its

the same way be regarded by other states as a me
0l war. and might compel them to anticipate th
sttiking the first blow. For of the three forces
Þower of arms, the power of alliance and the p
0l money, the last might well become the most
ûble instrument of war, did not the difficull
ascertaining the amount stand in the way.
q "No national debts shall be contracted in cor
tìon wfth the external affairs of the state."

thing.
oliginal con'

tract without which no light over a people is
able. Ever.yone knows to what danger the bias ix.

Frol¡ Perpetual peace; A photc
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in this connection; for the subjects are in

erreted out of documents in the public
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way used and abused at will as personal
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This sou¡ce of help is above suspicion, where
assistance is sought outside or within the state, on
behalf of the economic administr.ation of the country
(for instance, the improvement of the roads, the set-
tlement and support of new colonies, the establish-
ment of granaries to provide against seasons of
scarcity, and so on). But, as a common weapon used
by the Powers against one another, a credit system
under which debts go on indefinitely increasing and
are yet always assurcd against immediate claims
(because all the creditors do not put in their claim at
once) is a dangerous money power. This ingenious
invention of a commercial people in the present cen-
tury is, in other words, a treasure for the carrying on
of war which may exceed the t¡easures of all the
other states taken together, and can only be exhausted
by a th¡eatening deficiency in the taxes-an event,
however, which will long be kepr off by the very
briskness of commerce resulting fi.om the reaction of
this system on industry and trade. The ease, then,
with which war may be waged, coupled with the
inclination of rulers towards it-an inclination which
seems to be implanted in human nature-is a great
obstacle in the way of perpetual peace. The pr.ohibi-
tion of this system must be laid down as a preliminary
article of perpetual peace, all the more necessarily
because the final inevitable bankruptcy of the state
in question must involve in the loss many who
are innocent; and this would be a public injury to
these states. Therefore other nations are at leastjusti-
fied in uniting themselves against such an one and its
pretensions.

5. "No state shall violently interfere with the consti-
tution and administration of another."

For what can justify it in so doing? The scandal
which is here presented to the subjects of another
state? The erring state can much more serve as a
warning by exemplifying the great evils which a
nation draws down on itself through its own lawless-
ness. Moreover, the bad example which one free
person gives another, (as scandalum ctccepîum) does
no injury to the latter. In this connection, it is true,
we cannot count the case ofa state which has become
split up through intelnal corruption into two pârts,
each of them representing by itself an individual
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state which lays claim to the whole. Here the yielding
of assistance to one faction could not be reckoned ai
interference on the part of a foreign stâte with the
consitution of anothe¡ for here anarchy prevails. So
long, however, as the inner strife has not yet reached
this state the interference of other powers would be a
violation ofthe rights of an independent nation which
is only struggling with internal disease. It would
therefore itself cause a scandal, and make the auton_
omy ol all states insecure.
6. "No state at war with another shall countenance
such modes of hostility as would make mutual confi_
dence impossible in a subsequent state ofpeace: such
are the employment of assassins (percusiores) or of
poisoners (venefici), breaches of capitulation, the
instigating and making use oftreacheiy (perduellio)
in the hostile state."

These are dishonourable strategems. For some
kind of confidance in the dispositiãn of the enemv
must exist even in the midst of war, as other\/is;
peace could not be concluded, and the hostilities
would pass into a war of extermination (bellum
ínternecinum). Wa¡ howeve¡ is only our wretched
expedient of asserting a right by force, an expedient
adopted in the state of nature, where no couri ofjus_
tice exists which could settle the matter in dispute. In
circumstances like these, neither of the two parties
can be called an unjust enemy, because this fãrm of
speech presupposes a legal decision: the issue of the
conflict-just as in the case of the so_called judg-
ments of God-decides on which side right is.
Between states, however, no punitive war õeilum
punitittum) is thinkable, because bet,,veen them a
relation of superior and inferior does not exist.
Whence it follows that a war of extermination, where
the process of annihilation would strike both parties
at once and all right as well, would bring about
perpetual peace only in the great graveyard of the
human race. Such a war then, and therefore also the
use of all means which lead to it, must be absolutely
forbidden. That the merhods just mentioned do
inevitably lead to this result is obvious from the fact
that these infernal arts, already vile in themselves,
on coming into use, are not long confined to the
sphere of war. Take, for example, the use of spies (zrl
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exploratoribus). Here only the dishonesty
is made use of; but vices such as
once encouraged, cannot in the nature of
stamped out and would be cauied over
of peace, where their pr.esence would be
destructive to the purpose of that state.

Although the laws stated are, objectively
(i.e. in so far as they affect the action of ruler.s)
prohibitive laws (leges prohibitivæ), some
(leges strictre) are strictly valid without
circumstances and ulgently r.equire to be
Such are Nos. 1, 5,6. Others, again, (like
4) although not indeed exceptions to the
law, yet in respect of the practical
these maxims allow subjectively of a certain
to suit particular circumstances. The
fhese leges latæ may be legitimately put off, so
as we do not lose sight ofthe ends at which
This purpose of reform does not permit of
ment of an act of restitution (as, for examplq
restoration to certain states of f¡eedom of which
have been deprived in the manner desc¡ibed in
cle2) to an infinitely distant date-as Augustus
to say, to the "Greek Kalends", a day that will
come. This would be to sanction
Delay is permitted only with the intention that
tution should not be made too precipitately and
defeat the purpose we have in view. For the
tion refers here only fo the mode ofacquisition
is to be no longer valid, and not to the /¿rc¡
possession which, although indeed it has not
necessary title of right, yet at the time of
acquisition was held legal by all states, in
with the public opinion of the time.
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account of the new wars which are always impending.
On the other hand, in a government where the suþiect
is not a citizen holding a vote, i.e. in a constitution
which is not republican), the plunging into war is the
least serious thing in the world. For the ruler is not a
citizen, but the owner of the state, and does not lose
a whit by the war, while he goes on enjoying the
delights of his table or sport, or of his pleasure pal-
aces and gala days. He can therefore decide on war
for the most trifling reasons, as if it were a kind of
pleasure party. Any justification of it that is neces-
sary for the sake of decency he can leave without
concern to the diplomatic corps who are always only
too ready with their services.

The following remarks must be made in order that
we may not fall into the common error of confusing
the republican with the democratic constitution. The
forms of the stale (civitas) may be classified accord-
ing to either of two principles of division:-the dif-
ference of the persons who hold the supreme
authority in the state, and the manner in which the
people are governed by their ruler whoever he may
be. The first is properly called the form of sover-
eignfy (forma imperii), and there can be only rhree
constitutions differing in this respect: where, namely,
the supreme authority belongs to only one, to several
individuals working togethe¡ or to the whole people
constituting the civil society. Thus we have autoc-
racy or the sovereignty of a monarch, aristocracy or
the sovereignty of the nobility, and democracy or the
sovereignty of the people. The second principle of
division is the form of government(forma regiminis),
and refers to the \¡/ay in which the state makes use of
its supreme power: for the manner of government is
based on the constitution, itself the act of that univer-
sal will which transforms a multitude into a nation.
In this respect the form of government is either
republican or despotic. Republicanism is the politi-
cal principle of severing the executive power of the
government from the legislature. Despotism is that
principle in pursuance of which the state arbitrarily
puts into effect laws which it has itself made: conse-
quently it is the administration of the public will, but
this is identical with the private wiil of the ruler. Of
these three forms of a state, democracy, in the proper
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sense of the word, is of necessity despotism, because
it establishes an executive powe¡ since all decree
regarding-and, if need be, against-any individual
who dissents fiom them. Therefore the "whole
people," so-called, who carry their measurc are really
not aÌl, but only a majorify: so that here the universal
will is in contradiction with itself and with the
principle of freedom.

Every form of government in fact which is not
reprcsentative is reaÍly no true constitution at all,
because a law-giver may no more be, in one and the
same person, the administrator of his own will, than
the universal major premise of a syliogism may be, at
the same time, the subsumption under itself of the
particulars contained in the minor premise. And,
although the other two constitutions, autocracy and
aristocracy, are always defective in so far as they
leave the way open for such a form of government,
yet there is at least always a possibility in these cases,
that they may take the form of a government in
accordance with the spirit of a representative system.
Thus Frederick the Great used at least to say that he
was "merely the highest servant of the state." The
democratic constitution, on the other hand, makes
this impossible, because under such a government
evel'y one wishes to be master. We may therefore say
that the smalle¡ the staff of the executive-that is to
say, the number of rulers-and the mo¡e real, on the
other hand, their representation of the people, so
much the more is the government of the state in
accordance with a possible republicanism; and it
may hope by gradual reforms to raise itself to that
standard. For this reason, it is more difficult under an
aristocracy than under a monarchy-while under a
democracy it is impossible except by a violent
levolution-to attain to this, the one perfectly, lawful
constitution. The kind of government, however, is of
inñnitely more importance to the people than the
kind of constitution, although the greater or less apti-
tude of a people for this ideal greatly depends upon
such external form. The form of government, how-
ever, if it is to be in accordance with the idea ofright,
must embody the representative system in which
alone a republican form of administration is possible
and without which it is despotic and violent, be
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words at least-to the idea of right,
that, although it may be slumbering, there is,

to be found in man a still higher
moral capacity by the aid of which he will in

gain the mastery over the evil principle in his
the existence of which he is unable to deny.

hopes the same of others; for otherwise the
"right" would never be uttered by states who

wage war, unless to deride it like the Gallic
who declaled:-"The privilege which nature

strong is that the weak must obey them."
method by which states prosecute their rights

be by process of law-as it is where there
external tribunal-but only by war. Through

however, and its favourable issue, vic-
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any time may afford a new pretext for opening hos-

tilities; and this we cannot exactly condemn as

unjust, because under these conditions everyone is

his own judge. Notwithstanding, not quite the same

rule applies to states according to the law of nations
as holds good of individuals in a lawless condition
according to the law of nature, namely, "that they
ought to advance out of this condition." This is so,

because, as states, they have already within them-
selves a legal constitution, and have therefore

advanced beyond the stage at which others, in accor-

dance with their ideas of right, can force them to

come under a wider legal constitution. Meanwhile,

however, reason, from her throne of the supreme

law-giving moral power, absolutely condems war as

a molally lawful proceeding, and makes a state of
peace, on the other hand, an immediate duty' With-
out a compact between the nations, however, this

state of peace cannot be established or assured.

Hence there must be an alliance of a particular kind
which we may call a covenant ofpeace (foedus paci-

ficum), which would differ from a treaty of peace

(pactum pacis) in this respect, that the latter merely

puts an end to one war, while the former would seek

to put an end to war for ever. This alliance does not

aim at the gain of any power whatsoever ofthe state,

but merely at the preservation and security of the

f¡eedom of the state for itself and of other allied
states at the same time. The latter do not, however,

require, for this reason, to submit themselves like
individuals in the state of nature to public laws and

coercion. The practicability or objective reality of
this idea of federation which is to extend gradually

over all states and so lead to perpetual peace can be

shrewn. For, if Fortune ordains that a powerful and

enlightened people should form a republic,-which
by its very nature is inclined to perpetual peace-
this would serve as a centre of federal union for other

states wishing to join, and thus secure conditions of
freedom among the states in accordance with the

idea of the law of nations. Gradually, through differ-
ent unions of this kind, the federation wouid extend

further and further.
It is quite comprehensible that a people should

say:-"There shall be no war among us, for we shall

question of right is never decided. A treaty
makes, it may be, an end to the war of the
but not to the conditions of war which at
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" Furor impius intus-fremit horritlus
ento." (Yirgil.)

Third Definitíve Article of perpetual

III. "The ilghts of men, as citizens of the
be limited to the conditions of universal

We are speaking here, as in the plevious
not of philanthropy, but of right; and in this
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peaceful relations with one another'

may ât last come under the Public con

the human race may be brought

of a cosmoPolitan constitution.

now, for the sake of comParison

behaviour of the civilised nations

the commercial states of our contlner

which theY exhibit on visiting foreigr

races--this being equivalent in their t

as to fill us with horror' Al

countries, the SPice Islands, the C¿

on being discovered, looked uPon as cc

belonged to nobody; for the native inh¡

reckoned âs nothing. In Hindustan' un

of intending to establish merelY com

the EuroPeans introduced foreign

as a result, the different states of Hi

stirled uP to far-spreading wars. OPPre

natives followed, famine, insurrection,

all the rest of the litany of evils which c¿

China and JaPan (NiPon) which had r

at receiving guests of this kind, h

a prudent step. OnlY to a single F

the Dutch, has China given the

to her shores (but not of entrance

while Japan has granted both thest

sions; but at the same time theY exclude tl

form ourselves into a state, that is to say, constitute
fol oulselves a supreme legislative, administrative,
and judicial power which will setrle our disputes
peaceably." But if this state says:-.,There shall be
no war between me and other states, although I rec_
ognise no supreme law-giving power which will
secure me my r-ights and whose rights I will guaran_
teel" then it is not at all clear upon what grounds
I could base my confidence in my right, unless it
were the substitute for that compact on which civil
society is based-namely, free federation which
reason must necessarily connect with the idea of the
law ofnations, ifindeed any meaning is to be left in
that concept at all.

There is no intelligìble meaning in the idea of
the law of nations as giving a right to make war; for
that must be a right to decide what is just, not in
accordance with universal, exter.nal laws limiting
the fi'eedom of each individual, but by means oi
one-sided maxims applied by force. We must then
understand by this that men of such ways of think_
ing are quite justly ser.ved, when they destroy one
another, and thus find perpetual peace in the wide
grave which covers all the abominations of acts of
violence as well as fhe authors of such deeds. For
states, in their r.elation to one another, there can be,
according to reason, no other way of advancing
from that lawless condition which unceasing wai
implies, than by giving up their savage lawless
freedom, just as individual men have done, and
yielding to the coercion of public laws. Thus they
can form a State of nations (civitas gentium), one,
too, which will be ever increasing and would finally
embrace all the peoples of the earth. States, how_
ever, in accordance with their understanding of the
law of nations, by no means desire this, and there_
fore reject in hypothesi what is correcf in thesi.
Hence, instead of the positive idea of a world_
republic, if all is not to be lost, only the negative
substitute for it, a federation averting war, main_
taining its ground and ever extending over the
world may stop the current of this tendency to war
and shrinking fi-om the control of law. But even
then there will be a constant danger that this
propensity may break out.

hospitality signifies the claim of a stranger
foreign territory to be treated by its owner
hostility. The latter may send him away again,
can be done without causing his death; but, so
as he conducts himself peaceably, he must
treated as an enemy. It is not a right to be treated
guest to which the sttanger can lay claìm-a
friendly compact on his behalf would be
make him for a given time an actual
has a right of visitation. This right to present
selves to society belongs to all mankind in
our common right of possession on the surfaca
earth on which, as it is a globe, we cannot be
nitely scattered, and must in the end reconcile
selves to existence side by side: ât the same
originally no one individual had more r.ight
another to live in any one particular spot.
able portions of the surface, ocean and deselt,
up the human community, but in such a way
ships and camels-"the ship of the desert',-make
possible for men to come into touch with one
across these unappropriated regions and to
advantage of our common claim to the face of
earth with a view to a possible
The inhospitality of the inhabitants of cerrain
coasts-as, for example, the coast of
plundering ships in neighbouring seas or.

slaves of shipwrecked mariners; or the behaviour

who enter, as if they were prisoners, fro
intercourse with the inhabitants. The worst

the standpoint of ethical judgment the best'

is that nà satisfaction is derived from all
lence, that all these trading companìes sta

verge of ruin, that the Sugar Islands, that s

most horrible and deliberate slavery, yiel
profit, but only have their use indirectly a

very praiseworthy object-namely, that o

ing men to be trained as sailors for the m

and thereby contributing to the carrying or

Europe. And this has been done bY na

rnake a great ado about their piety, and v

they are quite ready to commit injustice' 'u

in their oithodoxy, to be considered amon¡

The intercourse' more or less close'

been everywhere steadily increasing be

the Arab Bedouins in the deserts, who think thd
proximity to nomadic tribes constitutes a r.ight to

¡ob, is thus contrary to the law of nature. This rigbt
to hospitality, however-rhar is to say, the privilege
of strangers arriving on foreign soil-does not

amount to more than what is implied in a per.missio!
to make an attempt at intercourse with the original
inhabitants. In this way far distant territories maf
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' compact on his behalf would be requìred

im foi a given time an actual inmate-but

r impir,ts intus-fremit horridtts ore crw'

irgil.)
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lone without causing his death; but, so long

rnducts himself peaceablY, he must not

15 an enemy' It is not a right to be treated as

which the stranger can lay claim-a

enter into peaceful relations with one another. These
relations may at last come under the public control of
law, and thus the human race may be brought nearer

¡¡e realisation of a cosmopolitan constitution.
Let us look now, for the sake of comparison, at the

inhospitable behaviour of the civilised nations, espe-

cially the commercial states of our continent. The

þjustice which they exhibit on visiting foreign lands

4nd races-this being equivalent in their eyes to

conquest-is such as to fill us with horror. America,
the negro countries, the Spice Islands, the Cape etc.

were, on being discovered, looked upon as countries
belonged to nobody; for the native inhabitants

reckoned as nothing. In Hindustan, under the
of intending to establish merely commercial
the Europeans introduced foreign troops;

as a result, the different states of Hindustan
stirred up to far-spreading wars. Oppression of

natives followed, famine, insurrection, perfidy
a1l the rest of the litany of evils which can afflict

China and Japan (Nipon) which had made an
at receiving guests of this kind, have now

a prudent step. Only to a single European
the Dutch, has China given the right of

to her shores (but not of entrance into the
whiie Japan has granted both these conces-

but at the same time they exclude the Dutch
enter, as if they were prisoners, from social

with the inhabitants. The worst, or from
of ethical judgment the best, of all this

no satisfaction is derived from all this vio-
that all these trading companies stand on the
of ruin, that the Sugar Isiands, that seat of the
horrible and deliberate slavery, yield no real
but only have their use indirectly and for no

object-namely, that of furnish-
to be trained as sailors for the men-of-wa¡

contributing to the carrying on of war in
And this has been done by nations who

great ado about their piety, and who, while

steadily increasing between the

nations ofthe earth, has now extended so enormously
that a violation ofright in one part of the world is felt
all over it. Hence the idea ofa cosmopolitan right is
no fantastical, high-flown notion of right, but a com_
plement of the unwritten code of iaw-constitutional
as well as international law-necessary for the
public rights of mankind in general and thus for the
realisation of perpetual peace. For only by endeav_
ouring to fulfil the conditions laid down by this cos-
mopolitan law can we flatter ourselves that we are
gradually approaching that ideal.

FIRST SUPPLEMENT

Concerning the Guørantee
of Perpetuøl Peøce

This guarantee is given by no less a power than the
great artist nature (natura dndala rerum) in whose
mechanical course is clearly exhibited a predeter-
mined design to make harmony spring from human
discord, even against the wiil of man. Now this
design, although called Fate when looked upon as
the compelling force of a cause, the laws of whose
operation are unknown to us, is, when considered as
the purpose manifested in the course of nature,
called Providence, the deep lying wisdom of a
Higher Cause, directing itself towards the ultimate
practical end of the human race and predeterming
the course of things with a view to its realisation.
This Providence we do not, it is true, perceive in the
cunning contrivances fKunsfanstalten) of nalure; nor
can we even conclude from the fact of their existence
that it is there; but, as in every relation between the
form of things and their ñnal cause, we can, and
must, supply the thought of a Higher Vy'isdom, in
order that we may be able to form an idea of the pos-
sible existence of these products after the analogy of
human works of artfKunsthandlungenl. The repre-
sentation to ourselves of the relation and agreement
of these formations of nature to the moral purpose
for which they were made and which reason directly
prescribes to us, is an ldea, it is true, which is in
theory superfluous; but in practice it is dogmatic, and
its objective reality is well established. Thus we see,

ght of visitation' This right to present

o society belongs to all mankind in virtue

nmon right of Possesslon on the surface of

,n which, as it is a globe' we cannot be

;cattered, and must in the end reconcile

to existence side bY side: at the same

rliy no one individual had more right

rto live in anY one Particular spot'

lrtions of the surface, ocean and desert'

. human community, but in such a waY

rnd camels-"the shiP of the
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for example, with regard to the ideal of perpetual
peace, that it is our duty to make use ofthe mechanism
ofnature for the realisation ofthat end. Moreove¡ in
a case like this where we ale interested merely in the
theory and not in the religious question, the use of
the word "nature" is mole appropriate than that of
"providence", in view of the limitations of human
reason, which, in considering the relation of effects
to their causes, must keep within the limits of possi_
ble experience. And the teLm ,,nature" is alsà less
presumptuous than the other.. To speak of a p¡ovi_
dence knowable by us would be boldly to put on the
wings of Icarus in order to draw near io the mystery
of its unfathomable purpose.

Before we determine the surety given by nature
more exactly, \À/e must first look at what ultimately
makes this guarantee of peace necessary_the cii_
cumstances in which nature has carefully placed the
actors in her great theatre. In the next place, we shall
proceed to consider the manner in which she gives
this surety.

The provisions she has made are as follows:
(1) she has taken care that m en canhveinall parts of
the world; (2) she has scattered them by means of
war in all directions, even into the most inhospitable
regions, so rhar rhese roo mighr be populatedi(3) by
this very means she has fo¡ced them to enter intá
relations mor.e or less controlled by law. It is surely
wonderful that, on the cold wastes round the Arctic
Ocean, there is always to be found moss for the rein_
deer to scrape out from under the snow the reindeer
itself either serving as food or to draw the sledge of
the Ostiak or Samoyedes. And salt deserts w]rich
would otherwise be left unutilised have the camel,
which seems as if created for travelling in such lands.
This evidence of design in things, háwever, is still
more clea¡ when we come to know that, besides the
fur-clad animals of the shores of the Arctic Ocean,
there are seals, walruses and whales whose flesh fur_
nishes food and whose oil fire for the dwellers in
these regions. But the providential care of nature
excltes our wonder above all, when we hear of thedriftwood which is ca¡ried-whence no one
knows-to these treeless shores: for without the aidof this mater.ial the natives could neither construct
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their craft, nor weapons, nor huts for
too they have so much to do. making
wild animals, that they live at peace with
But what drove them originally inro
was probably nothing but war.

Of animals, used by us as lnstruments of
horse was the fir.st which man learned to
domesticate during the period of the
earth; the elephant belongs to the late
luxury of states already established. In the
the art of cultivating certain grasses called
no longer known to us in their original
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certainlY not have carried then

through the intrusion of the Go

tribes, the Finns in the most nolth

Europe, whom we call LaPlanders, I

by as great a distance fi'om the I
whose language their own is al

wal can have blought the Esquimt

of America, a race quite distinct from t

country and probablY European adventt

times? And war too, nature's me

the earth, must have dliven the Pt

also the multiplication and implovement, by
planting and grafting, of the original kinds of seems engrafted in human nature' a

in Europe, probably only two species, the as something noble in itself to v

and wild pear-could only originate under irispired by the love of glory apart

of self-interest. Hence, among the sava¡ditions accompanying established states
rights of property are assured. That is to say it as well as those of EuroPe in the a

martiai courage is looked upon as ofbe after man, hitherto existing in lawless liberty;
advanced beyond the occupations of a hunter, a in itself, not merely when a war 15 golng t

erman or a shepherd to the life of a tiller ofthe enough, but in order that there s

when salt and iron were discovered,_fo and thus war is often entered upon mer
perhaps, the first articles of commerce between
ferent peoples,-and were sought far and nea¡

in South America as

however, is in need of
far as Patagonta.

no special stimul'

this way the peoples would be at first brought it as an ennobling, refining influen
peaceful relation with one anothe¡ and so come t0 unmindful of the Greek Proverb, "\
understanding and the enjoyment of fi.iendly in so far as it makes more bad people t
course, even with their most distant neighbours.

Now while nature provided that men could live So much, then, of what nature does for he
away."

all parts of the earth, she also at the same time with legard to the human lace as memt
potically willed that they should live everywhere animal world. Now comes the question

it, although against their own inclination and the essential Points in this design of

peace:-"What does nature do in this Ialthough this imperative did not presuppose
of duty which would compel obedience to

this quality. So that an intrinsic dign

attâch to war in itself, and even philosc

reference to the end which man's own

before him as a duty? and consequentl'

she do to fulther the lealisation of his

þurpose? How does she guarantee that what n
the laws of freedom, ought to do and yet failt
he will do, without any infringement of his fr
bY the cornpulsion of nature and that' moreol
shaÌl be done in accordance with the three ft

Þublic ¡ight-constitutional or poiitical law, j
tional lÑ and cosmopolitan law?" When I
nature that she wílls that this or that shou

Þlace, I do not mean that she imposes upor

with the force of a moral law. But. to attain this
she has chosen war. So we see certain
widely separated, whose common descent is
evident by affinity in their languages. Thus, for
instance, we find the Samoyedes on the Arctic
Ocean, and again a people speaking a similar lan-
guage on rhe Altai Mts., 200 m1les fMeiterl orr,
between whom has pressed in a mounted ft1be, wat-
like in character and of Mongolian origin, which has

driven one branch of the race far fromìhe other; into
the most inhospitable regions where their owí
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¡ on the Altai Mts.' 200 miles

een whom has Pressed in a mounted

n character and of Mongolian origin'

:n one branch of the race far from

most inhosPitable regions where

1¡clination would certainly not have carried them. In
the same way, through the intrusion of the Gothic
¿nd Sarmatian tribes, the Finns in the most northerly
¡egions of Europe, whom we call Laplanders, have

been separated by as great a distance from the Hun-
garians, with whose language their own is allied.

fnd what but war can have brought the Esquimos to

¡¡e nolth of America, a race quite distinct from those

of that country and probably European adventurers

of prehistoric times? And war too, nature's method
populating the earth, must have driven the pesch-

in South America as far as Patagonia. War
however, is in need of no special stimulating
but seems engrafted in human nature, and is

regarded, as something noble in itself to which
is inspired by the love of glory aparr from

of self-interest. Hence, among the savages of
as well as those of Europe in the age of
martial courage is looked upon as ofgreat

in itself, not merely when a war is going on, as
enough, but in order that there should

and thus war is often entercd upon merely to
this quality. So that an inrrinsic dignity is

to attach to war in itself, and even philosophers
it as an ennobling, refining influence on
unn'rindful of the Greek prover.b, "War is

in so far as it makes more bad people than it
away."

much, then, of what nature does for her own
with legald to the human race as members of

world. Now comes the question which
the essential points in this design of a per-

peace:-"What does nature do in this respect
to the end which man's own reason

him as a duty? and consequently what
do to further the realisation of his moral
How does she guarantee that what man, by

of fieedom, ought to do and yet fails to do,
do, without any infringement ofhis freedom

of nature and that, moteover, this
in accordance with the three forms of

or political law, interna-
cosmopolitan law?" When I say of
vvills thaT this or that should take

not mean that she imposes upon us the
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duty to do it-for only the free, unrestrained, practi_
cal reason can do that-but that she does it her.self,
whethe¡ we will or not. ',Fata volentem ducunt,
nolentem lrahunt."
L Even if a people were not compelled through
internal discord to submit to the restraint of pubiic
laws, war would bring this about, working from
without. Fo¡ according to the contrivance of nature
which we have mentioned, every people flnds another
tribe in its neighbourhood, pressing upon it in such a
manner that it is compelled to form itself internally
into a state to be able to defend itself as a power.
should. Now the republican constitution is the only
one which is perfectly adapted to the rights of man,
but it is also the most difficult to establish and still
more to maintain. So generally is this recognised
that people often say the members of a republican
state would require to be angels, because men, with
their self-seeking propensities, are not fit for a con-
stitution of so sublime a form. But now nature comes
to the aid ofthe universal, reason-derived will which,
much as we honour it, is in practice poweriess. And
this she does, by means of these very self-seeking
propensities, so that it only depends-and so much
lies within the power of man-on a good organisa-
tion of the state for their forces to be so pitted against
one another, that the one may check the destructive
activity of the other or neutralise its effect. And
hence, from the standpoint of reason, the result will
be the same as if both forces did not exist, and each
individual is compelled to be, if not a morally good
man, yet at least a good citizen. The problem of the
formation of the state, hard as it may sound, is not
insoluble, even for a race of devils, granted that they
have intelligence. It may be put thus:-.,Given a mul-
titude of rational beings who, in a body, require gen-
eral laws for their own preservation, but each of
whom, as an individual, is secretly inclined to
exempt himself from this restraint: how are we to
order their affairs and how establish for them a con-
stitution such that, although their private dispositions
may be really antagonistic, they may yet so act as a
check upon one another, that, in their public rela-
tions, the effect is the same as if they had no such
evil sentiments." Such a problem must be capable of

ty
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solution. Fo¡ it deals, not with the moral reformation
of mankind, but only with the mechanism of nature;
and the problem is to learn how this mechanism of
nature can be applied to men, in order so to regulate
the antagonism of conflicting interests in a people
that they may even compel one another to submit to
compulsory laws and thus necessarily bring about
the state of peace in which laws have force. We can
see, in states actually existing, although very imper-
fectly organised, that, in externals, they already
approximate very nearly to ,,vhat the Idea of right
prescribes, although the principle of morality is cer_
tainly not the cause. A good political constitution,
however, is not to be expected as a result ofprogress
in morality; but rather, conversely, the good moral
condition of a nation is to be looked fo¡ as one of the
first fruits of such a constitution. Hence the mecha_
nism of nature, working through the self_seeking
propensities of man (which of course counteract one
another in their external effects), may be used by
reason as a means of making way for the realisation
of her own purpose, the empire of right, and, as far
as is in the power of the state, to promote and secure
in this way internal as well as external peace.
We may say, rhen, that it is the irresistible will of
nature that right shall at last get the supremacy. What
one here fails to do will be accomplished in the long
run, although perhaps with much inconvenience to
us. As Bouterwek says, ,,If you bend the reed too
much it breaks: he who would do too much does
nothing."
2. The idea of international law presupposes the
separate existence of a number of neighbouring and
independent states; and, although such a condition of
things is in itself already a state of wa¡ (if a federa_
tive union of these nations does not prevent the out-
break of hostilities) yet, according ro the ldea of
reason, this is better than that all the states should be
merged into one under a power which has gained the
ascendancy over its neighbours and gradually
become a universal monarchy. For the wider the
sphere of their jurisdiction, the rnore laws lose in
force; and soulless despotism, when it has choked the
seeds of good, at last sinks into anarchy. Neve¡the-
less it is the desire of every state, or of its ruler, to
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attain to a permanent condition of peace in
way; that is to say, by subjecting the whole
far as possible to its sway. But nature wills
wise. She employs two means to separate
and prevent them from intermixing: namely,
ferences of language and of religion. These
ences bring with them a tendency to mutual
and furnish pretexts for waging war.
less, with the growth of culture and the
advance of men to greater unanimity of
they lead to concord in a state of peace
the despotism we have spoken of, (the

which,

freedom) does not arise from the weakening
forces, but is brought into being and secured
the equilibrium of these forces in their most
rivalry.
3. As nature wisely separates nations which the
of each state, sanctioned even by the principles
international laq would gladly unite under its
sway by stratagem or force; in the same way, on
other hand, she united nations whom the
of a cosmopolitan right would not have
against violence and war. And this union she
about through an appeal to their mutual
The commercial spirit cannot co-exist with
and sooner or later it takes possession of
nation. For, of all the forces which lie at the
mand of a state, the power of money is probably
most reliable. Hence states find
compelled-not, it is true, exactly from motives
morality-to further the noble end of peace and
avert war, by means of mediation, wherever
threatens to break out, just as if they had made
permanent league for this purpose. For great
ances with a view to war can, from the nature
things, only very rarely occur, and still more seldofr
succeed.

In this way nature guarantees the coming of pef-
petual peace, through the natural course of humât
propensities: not indeed with sufficient certaiîty to

enable us to prophesy the future of this ideal fheo-
retically, but yet clearly enough for practical pur-
poses. And thus this guarantee of natu¡e makes it a

duty that we should labour for this end. an end which
is no mere chimera.
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SECOND SUPPLEMENT

A Secret Article for Perpetuøl Peac'

secret article in negotiations concerning

when iooked at obìectively or with re.

meanlng of the term, a contradiction. WI

it, however, from the subjective stan,

regard to the character and condition

who dictates it, we see that it might qui

some private consideration, so that he

it as hazardous to his dignity to ackno

an article as originating from him.

The only article of this kind is contained

proposition:-"The oPinions of P

with regard to the conditions of the pos

a public peace, shall be taken into consii

states armed for war."

It seems, however, to be derogatory to the

the legislative authority of a state-to wl

of course attribute all wisdom-to ask

subjects (among whom stand Philos
the rules of its behaviour to other states

time, it is very advisable that this sh

Hence the state will silently invite su¡

this purpose, while at the same time kee¡

secret. This amounts to saying that the sl

allow philosophers to discuss freely and pub

universal principles governing the conduct
and establishment of peace; for they will d<

their own accord, ifno prohibition is laid upt
The arangement between states, on this poi
not require that a special agreement should t
merely for this purpose; for it is already inv

: the obligation imposed by the universal n
Dan which gives the moral law. We woult
understood to say that the state must


